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IHTHODUCTION
How the wind sots up and maintains the vibrations of air
in flue organ pipes is a question that has attracted the atten-
tion of many investigators* Many interesting faots pertaining
to this phenomenon have been discovered, but scientists are
still not entirely agreed upon the primary factors involved.
The fact that the frequency of open and closed flue organ
pipes is affected by a change in wind pressure has been known
for some time. Explanations for this change in frequency,
however, have been uncertain. Little information is available
regarding the quantitative differences existing between pres-
sure changes and the resulting alterations in frequency. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of wind
pressure on the frequency of open and closed flue organ pipes.
RWfim OF LITSHATOHK
How a jet of air maintains the vibrations in the column
of air in a flue pipe was investigated by rfeber and Weber as
early as 1826, according to Jones (11). Their idea was that
the first puff of wind from the windway starts a wave which
travels up and down the body of the pipe. Each time that the
wave comes back to the mouth it acts on the wind that is coming
from the windway, thus setting up compressions and rarefactions
In this blowing wind; and these in turn maintain the vibrations
in the body of the pipe. In other words, their explanation
seemed to be that the column of air in the pipe behaves like
a vibrating coiled spring and that sound is maintained by
alternating compressions and rarefactions in the wind sheet
either before it leaves the windway or immediately after.
In 1873, Smith (18) described an experiment demonstrating
that the sheet of air from the windway of an organ pipe vi-
brates like a reed, bending alternately toward the inner and
outer sides of the upper lip. The vibration of this reed
seemed to hia to be the most important faotor in the mainte-
nance of sound in a flue pipe. He showed that the stream of
air at the mouth of the pipe constitutes a free reed by in-
serting pieces of tissue paper on the languid just within the
mouth; these pieces are caught by the air and vibrate as a
reed. Hie statement of the law of vibration of the air reed
is as follows: "As its arcs of vibration are less, its speed
Is greater, 11 or *The times of vibration vary with the ampli-
tude. • This is different from the usual law of a vibrating
reed in which the tine is independent of the amplitude of
vibration.
The art in voicing a pipe, according to Smith (17),
"consists in so directing the stream of air that it shall
avoid striking the lip and shall smoothly glide past without
shook or noise; you get no tone until it does." He regarded
the idea that a sharp edge is essential to the functions of *
flue organ pipe as one of the most common errors entertained
by physicists. The flue organ pipe is Ma free-reed instrument.*
The streaming air reed, as he termed it, carries with it a
part of the air from each side of the reed and so produces
some diminution of pressure creating a vacuum as in the case
of a ohimney. The decrease of pressure travels up the pipe as
a pulse of rarefaction followed by a pulse of condensation.
Now that a vibration of the air in the pipe has been set up,
the vibration keeps the reed bending back and forth and thus
the vibration of the air in the pipe is maintained. He found
that with an increase in pressure there is a proportionate
rise in frequency except at certain critical pressures where
there is a jump in frequency to a harmonic. At these critical
pressures the closed pipes jumped to an odd harmonic and the
open pipes to an even harmonic. Smith (18) concluded that
investigators should look to the disturbance of the equilib-
rium of air pressure as the chief element in determining the
pitch of sounds produced by organ pipes.
About this time, but independently, Schneebell (15) gave
a similar explanation of the maintenance of a flue pipe.
Schneebell demonstrated the existence of the reed by mixing
smoke with the air in an experimental flue pipe that had a
movable lip and slit and a glass back which enabled him to
see the motion of the reed directly, tfhen he placed the lip
and slit so that the stream of air passed entirely outside of
the pipe, no sound occurred; but if he blew gently upon this
sheet of air at right angles, the pipe sounded. Under these
circumstances it was very rare to find that any smoke entered
the pipe. If the sheet of smoked air passed entirely inside
of the pipe, there was also no sound. Smith (18) and Schnee-
beli (15) agreed that for the formation of the reed it is
essential for the exciting air to pass the lip but not to
enter the mouth.
Helmholtz (8) explained the functioning of flue pipes by
observing that the sheet of air that comes from the windway is
unstable and easily deflected. YJhen the wind sheet strikes
the upper lip or passes close to it, a slight disturbance of
the air in the body of the pipe occurs. This disturbance gives
rise to a small vibratory motion of the air up and down in the
pipe. Consequently, the air at the mouth swings slightly in
and out of the pipe carrying with it the sheet of air from
the windway. When the air sheet is deflected inward, it adds
to the pressure inside of the mouth; and when it is deflected
outward, it decreases the pressure inside the pipe. In this
manner the condensations and rarefactions needed to maintain
the vibrations in the pipe are formed. This view was also
maintained by Capstick (5). Helmholtz (8) explained the
motion of the air In both open and olosed pipes when vibra-
tions in the pipes are occurring by the theory that the
motion of the air taking place in a pipe is much like a sys-
tem of plane waves reflected back and forth between the ends
of the pipe. At the closed end of the pipe the reflection of
every wave striking it is perfect, so that the intensity of
the wave is the same as it was before. In any train of waves
that may be moving in a given direction, the velocity of the
oscillating molecules in the condensed part of the wave takes
place in the same direction, and in the rarefied part of the
wave their velocity is in the opposite direction. At the
closed end of the pipe the foreward motion of the molecules is
stopped. Therefore, the incident and reflected waves combine
so that the molecules of the air will oscillate in the opposite
direction and their phases of pressure will agree because the
opposite motions of oscillation and propagation will be the
same; thus at the stopped end there is no motion but a great
alteration of pressure. The reflection of the wave has oc-
curred in such a manner that the phase of condensation is not
changed, but the direction of the osoillation of the molecules
is reversed. At the open end of the pipe no perceptible con-
densation can take place. It is usually assumed that both
condensation and rarefaction disappear at the open ends of
pipes, but Helraholtz (8) stated that this is not exactly cor-
rect. He explained the action of the open pipe by stating
that a wave of condensation is excited at the mouth of the
pipe. It runs foreward to the other end where it is reflected
as a rarefaction, runs back again to the mouth end where it is
reflected with an alteration of phase as a wave of condensa-
tion; it then repeats by travelling the same path to the other
end and back again. The repetition of this process occurs
twice through the length of the pipe. The time required for
this action Is equal to twice the length of the pipe divided
6by the velocity of sound; and the tone emitted is the pipe's
fundamental. In the closed pipe a condensation is started at
the mouth and then travels to the olosed end where it is re-
flected as a condensation, and on its return to the mouth it
will he reflected with an altered phase as a rarefaction.
This occurs four different times. At the open end the wave
changes phase but not at the closed end. This means that the
fundamental tone of a stopped pipe has twice as long a period
of vibration as that of an open pipe of the same length.
Helmholtz (8) further explained that at the open ends of
pipes a fraction of the wave always escapes into the open air
so that the intensity of the reflected wave is not as great
as that of the incident wave. This means a loss of work which,
if not replaced, will cause the sound wave to die. Therefore,
if at those times and places where the air is condensed, a
small amount of air is regularly forced in, the vibration of
the pipe will be maintained.
In 1877, Van Tricht (19) and Lootens both followed up
the experiments made by Smith (18). They introduced smoke
into the blowing wind, as Schneebeli (15) had done, in order
to see where the wind goes. They found that part of the wind
goes up past the outer side of the lip and part of it follows
a looped path that curves over to the back of the mouth in-
side the pipe and then comes out through the mouth. Van
Tricht (19) concluded that, if the current comes horizontally
from the mouth and crosses the principal current from the
windway, each of these currents must be periodically inter-
rupted in order to let the other pass. The horizontal current
from inside the pipe thus acts like the plate of a siren and
the principal current breaks through it periodically and so
&ives rise to s musical tone.
According to Miller (13), Masson and Sondhaus in 1853 per-
formed an experiment in which they produced tones by directing
a stream of air against an isolated sharp edge. This phenom-
enon has been studied by many investigators since that time
and was largely responsible for the experimental and theoret-
ical work of Hensen (9) in 1900 and Wachsmuth (20) in 1904.
Their work led to what is known as the edge-tone theory, which
offers a somewhat different explanation for the origin of tone
in lipped pipes and musical instruments of the flute type.
In 1900, Hensen (9) carried out a number of experiments
by moving a lighted taper to various points in several organ
pipes. He found a general streaming of the air very similar
to that described by Van Tricht (19) and Lootens. His illus-
tration showed an inner primary stream going to the back of
the pipe and then, after making a loop, coming out at the
mouth. In another of Hensen 1 s (9) experiments a stream of air
was blown against the side of a flame coming from a jet, and
under proper conditions a musical tone of fair intensity was
obtained. He explained the resultant tone as a struggle be-
tween the ortho-lamella and the transverse-lamella so that
there is a hemming in of the flow, resulting in a compression
of the material (gas or air), first in one lamella and then in
the other. For toe production of tone he found it necessary
that the transverse-lamella push against the ortho-lamella; if
it cut clear through, he got no sound. Hensen (9) observed
also that a tone could be produced when the gas jet was not
burning.
In the next year Friedrich (7) conducted experiments in
an attempt to find if the vibration of a pipe was maintained
in the manner described by Hensen (9). From his work he con-
cluded that the formation of the transverse-lamella was an
important factor in the production of sound. He showed that
if a small object was placed inside of the mouth preventing
the forming of the transverse-lamella, no sound resulted. By
using a pipe with glass sides, Friedrich \7) observe! the for-
mation of a system of vortices which was shown by blowing
smoke into the pipe along with the jet of air. He reasoned
that if the vortices were essential for the production of
sound in a pipe, anything that would prevent their formation
would make sound in the pipe impossible. He did prevent the
formation of the vortices by lowering a thin board into the
pipe until it was only a few centimeters above the languid.
He found that the board made little difference in the speech
of the pipe.
About 1903, Weerth (22) used a simple wedge with its
sharp edge placed a short distance above a slit corresponding
to the windway of a pipe and noted that when the wind strikes
9such an edge, it often produces a fairly clear musical tone.
A gradual increase in blowing pressure was followed by a grad-
ual rise in pitch, but at certain points a small increase in
pressure was accompanied by a sudden jump in pitch. Weerth (22)
also introduced smoke into the streaming air and, observing it
stroboscopically, found that when the wind glided smoothly up
the sides of the wedge, no sound was produced. When sound was
produced, he could see the air sheet bending back and forth
for a short distance below the wedge and the air in the sheet
flowing first to one side and then to the other. His explana-
tion for the sound produced was that the air sheet failed to
divide itself equally at the edge, causing an increase in pres-
sure on one side of the wedge and forcing the air sheet over
to the other. In this manner unequal pressures on each side
of the wedge were established and the streaming air reed was
forced to swing back and forth. As a result, the column of
air in the pipe was set in vibration by the same swinging
motion.
In 1903, Wachsmuth (20) found that the transverse-lamella
did not function as Friedrich thought It did. He explained
that by placing a wooden object in the pipe so as to screen
the ortho-lamella from the transverse-lamella, as Friedrich
(7) had done, the ortho-lamella is deflected inward and the
air sheet no longer passes close enough to the upper lip to
give rise to a tone. He noted that if the upper lip was moved
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inward a short distance, the air sheet again struck the lip
and the pipe spoke as well as before the object was inserted.
Wachsmuth (20) also obtained photographs showing how the wind
sheet moves by adding tobacco smoke to the streaming jet of
air. His pictures show that the air stream bends and then
breaks into turbulent motion and that as long as the wind
sheet broke up into vortices, sound was produced; but when
there were no vortices, there was no sound. As a result of
this work, Wachsmuth (SO) suggested that the frequency of a
pipe may be governed by the regular formation of the vortices.
He was probably the first to recognize that a flue pipe, along
with its slit and edge, comprises a coupled system. If the
natural frequency of the resonator does not differ too widely
from that of the edge-tone, the edge-tone adjusts itself to
that of the resonator.
Skinner (16), in 1917, refuted the Tyndall theory which
explained the cause of speech in pipes as depending on the air
issuing from the flue and striking the sharp upper lip of the
pipe and dividing itself thereon. Skinner (16) maintained
that inasmuch as this flame of air, as he called it, techni-
cally known as the wind sheet, does not touoh the upper lip
at all, the contention of the Tyndall theory falls to the
ground. Skinner (16) gave the following two proofs for his
contention as a result of observations made in one of his
experiments
:
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First, when a light thin vane was pivoted at its raid-
point some distance above the lip of the pipe, the air
from the jet forced the portion of the vane outsids of
the pipe upward. Second, when a wad of cotton was
introduced into the top of the pipe, it iianecl lately
fell to the bottom and came out at the mouth.
These observations seemed to him to prove that the air jet
never strikes the lip of the pipe at all.
Bartons (1) explanation for the maintenance of flue
pipes was substantially the same as that of Helnholtz (8).
Barton (1) and Helmholtz (8) agreed that for the determination
of the frequency of a flue pipe, numerical additions must be
made to the lengths of both open and closed pipes. These
additions to the length are called end corrections. Open
pipes have two corrections, one for the open end and one for
the mouth, while the closed pipes have a correction for the
mouth only. Barton (1) explained the necessity for this cor-
rection by pointing out that because of the inertia of the air
the vibrations must extend beyond the actual open end of the
pipe so that the acoustical length of the pipe will be the sum
of the actual length and an end correction. He further stated
that the correction of an open end is a function of the wave
length and that for pipes of very short wave lengths the end
correction tends to vanish. Barton's (1) value for the open
end correction is 0.6 of the radius of the pipe. He gave
Cavaille-Coli's whole correction for an open pipe as 3.33
times the radius. This would make ait allowance of 2.7 times
the radius as the correction for the mouth alone.
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Bate (2) stated that when a pipe of ordinary length is
blown and the pressure increased, the note will be sharpened
until it Jumps to its first overtone. He explained this phe-
nomenon by showing that the jet frequency is restrained by
the column of air in the pipe resulting in a change of end
correction. The change occurs until the column of air breaks
down into two half wave lengths if the pipe is open, and into
three quarter wave lengths if the pipe is closed. When a pipe
several wave lengths long is used, an increase of air pressure
does not cause the note to sharpen to the same extent but to
jump to a higher frequency. This was to be expected since an
extra node is more easily formed in a pipe containing a num-
ber of nodes than in one containing only one node; therefore,
the jet determines the frequency when the pipe is long and the
pipe determines the frequency when the latter is of normal
length. He concluded that the mouth conditions, chiefly the
air pressure and the distance from slit to lip, may be varied
considerably when the pipe is short, the natural jet fre-
quency being distorted by lengthening or shortening the pipe
as required.
In 1925, Carrier* (6) obtained results from an experiment
that showed the shape of the sheet of air between the slit and
edge. When a pipe spoke its fundamental, the wind sheet
seemed to vibrate as a whole, much like a metal reed. When
the wind sheet had a bend in it between the slit and edge,
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the pipe spoke its first overtone; and when it had two bends,
the pipe spoke its second overtone. He also observed that the
sheet broke into a system of vortices and suggested that their
formation might have some part in the production of sound in
a pipe.
Wood (23) agreed with Wachsmuth (20) in the idea that
the column of air in the pipe and the space between the slit
and edge form a resonator. Leet (12) suggested that the dis-
tance from the slit to edge is equal to, or a multiple of, the
wave length between the successive vortices in the same row.
He contended that the pitch of a pipe is governed almost en-
tirely by the resonant air column, but the generally accepted
theory is that the pitch i3 obtained by the coupling of the
edge-tone with the fundamental frequency of the pipe. How-
ever, since the column of air in the pipe is by far the
stronger damped component, in the main it governs the system,
whereas the edge-tone at the mouth may be pulled out of its
natural period of vibration in order to secure equality of
period.
According to Watson (21), the greatest motion of the
air occurs where it enters the mouth of the pipe. When an
open pipe speaks its fundamental, the points of greatest
motion of the air are at the open ends. Midway between these
two points is a node. Since the distance between two anti-
nodes (or points of greatest air motion in a pipe) in standing
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waves is one-half the wave length, or /*/2, it follows that
-A > 2L, where L is the length of the pipe. The frequency of
the fundamental tone is 7/2L, where V is the velocity of
sound. If the wind pressure is inoreased, a shorter wave may
"be set in motion, a node being established at one-fourth the
whole length of the pipe from the mouth and another at the
same distance from the top. The pipe then speaks its first
octave or harmonic of the fundamental. If the pressure is
further increased, three nodes will form, the first being one-
sixth of the length of the pipe from the mouth and the third
a similar distance from the top, the second lying halfway be-
tween the first and third. In this manner the second harmonic
is formed, and with a further increase In pressure other har-
monics will occur in like manner. Therefore, an open pipe
will speak a full train series of harmonics if the wind pres-
sure is sufficiently inoreased. In a closed pipe the pro-
cedure Is different. When such a pipe speaks Its fundamental,
the point of greatest motion is at its mouth but the column of
air is unbroken, the only node being at the stopped end; there-
fore, the length of the pipe is one-fourth of its wave length
and its frequency must be V/4L. If the air pressure is suf-
ficiently increased, another node is set up at one-third of
the length of the pipe from its mouth; and with the second
harmonic a node forms at one-fifth of the length from its open
end. In any case the stopped end is always a node. A stopped
15
pipe thus gives a series of odd harmonics.
Richardson (14) stated that the precise cause for the
formation of vortices is obscure but concluded that their for-
mation is evidently connected with the viscous drag of the
stationary air upon the rapidly moving air from the jet. Ac-
cording to Richardson (14), about 1912 Karman and Ruback made
a mathematical investigation of the system of vortices between
the edge and slit of an organ pipe. The theory they offered
regarding the double file of vortices formed at the jet is
that, for stability, the distance h between the two files
must bear a definite ratio to the distance L from one vortex
to the next in the same file. They calculated the ratio h/L
to be 0.27. Jones (11) did not believe this ratio was con-
stant because photographs show that the files are not parallel
but rather spread out in a fan-like manner. Richardson (14)
contended that before sound can be elicited in a pipe the edge
must bisect the two rows of vortices exactly and his entire
explanation for the maintenance of sound in flue pipes was
based upon the existence of vortices in the streaming air.
Richardson (14) and Leet (12) agreed that the distance L
from slit to edge becomes equal to, or is a multiple of, the
wave length of the vortex system. This means that there is a
minimum distance f between slit and edge for any given veloc-
ity V of any jet of air at which a tone can be produced. If
these vortices strike the edge with a velocity U, and L equals
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the distance between them in the same row, then the frequency
n equals U/L; or since L equals f and V is the velocity at
the Jet, then U * aV, where a is a oonstant. Therefore, the
relation nfo/T is a constant, assuming that the Telocity U of
the vortex system is less than but proportional to V. The re-
lation, n » aV/f , is often called the edge-tone formula.
Richardson (14) stated that an organ pipe should be so designed
that at normal blowing pressures the edge-tone frequency n is
proportional to Vj/f and is equal to the fundamental of the
pipe. The distance f to f]_ from jet to edge when the pipe
speaks its fundamental is equal to j or 1, f^ to f2 is equal
to j or 2, etc. Richardson (14) further explained that a cer-
tain amount of mutual accommodation always takes place between
pipe and edge-tone; but if the values of their natural fre-
quencies are gradually caused to separate from each other,
the period of vibration of the pipe is changed to a small
extent. However, if the velocity of the jet of air is in-
creased, the frequency of the edge-tone rises beyond the funda-
mental of the pipe; but the pipe will continue to force its
own frequency upon the edge-tone until the frequency of the
edge-tone will be nearer to the first harmonic of the pipe
than to its fundamental. At this point a jump in frequency
occurs in the pipe which both edge-tone and pipe retain until
the next jump occurs.
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Organ companies determine the distance f from slit to
edge from years of experience gained in the building of their
instruments. The leading pipe organ companies seem to agree
with Boner (3) that the value of f should be approximately
one-third of the width of the mouth for a pipe to speak its
fundamental tone.
Brown (4) and Jeans (10) agreed regarding the relation-
ship between edge-tones and air vibrations in the pipe. Jeans
(10) strongly emphasized the importance of the vortex system
for tone production, and Brown (4) believed that the to-and-fro
motion of the jet at the edge is not modified appreciably by
the superimposed vortex system as long as such motion is not
greatly developed. Jones (11) believed that the alternating
flow of air is aided and its frequency partly determined by
the vortices that usually accompany a Jet of air, but that
further work is needed before one can be certain as to the
importance of the presence of vortices in the determination
of the frequency of flue organ pipes.
APPARATUS
The apparatus (see Plate I) used in this experiment con-
sisted essentially of three parts: a source of controlled air
pressure, the pipes upon which the determine tions were made,
and the mechanism used to determine the frequencies of the
pipes.
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The air pressure was obtained from a continuous air
supply having an average pressure of 85 pounds per square inch,
the flow of this air supply being controlled by means of a
needle valve. The valve controlled the air supply to an equal-
izer which consisted of a tank floating on water. The needle
valve was used in adjusting the air supply to the tank so that
the pressure would be constant throughout any part of the
experiment. Variable pressures were obtained by placing vari-
ous combinations of weights on the top of the floating tank of
the equalizer. These pressures were measured by aeans of an
open water manometer connected to the air line close to the
pipe upon which determinations were made. A laercury-in-glass
thermometer was used to measure the temperature of the air
just before it entered the pipe.
The pipes used in this work were 5. £2 cm. in diameter,
having mouths 4.2 cm. in width. The distance from the languid
of the pipe to its lip was adjusted by means of a thumb screw.
Proper voicing of the pipe whs obtained by the Manipulation of
this screw. Six pipes were aaed, three open and three closed.
The length of each pipe was indioated by means of a vernier
gauge attached to the framework supporting the pipe. The
length of the closed pipes, that is, the distance between the
languid and closed end, was adjusted by means of a rack and
pinion to which a crank was attached. When open pipes were
used, the adjustable piston used in the closed pipes was
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removed. The desired length of the open pipe was obtained by-
placing additional pieces of pipe, machined to exactly the
same Inside diameter, on the top of the pipe from which the
piston had been removed. Special care was taken in making
the joints air tight to prevent the escape of any air from
the pipe. A tightly fitting sleeve held the added section of
pipe securely in place while the various tests were made.
The determination of the frequency of the pipes was made
by the stroboscopic method. The tone emitted by the pipe was
picked up by a microphone connected electrically to an ampli-
fier, and the frequency of the tone was thus transformed to
corresponding changes in electric current that illuminated a
neon lamp connected to the amplifier. All objects that might
in any way influence the frequency of the sound as it came
from the pipe were kept away from the mouth. A rotating
disk having 72 equally spaced holes was used, the speed of
the disk being easily adjusted by means of a crank. The
number of revolutions per unit of time was accurately indi-
cated by the use of a revolution counter and a reliable stop
watch was used in observing the time. The apparatus was so
constructed that the instant the revolution counter was en-
gaged or disengaged the stop watch automatically started or
stopped.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I
Photograph of pressure equalizer, pipes, and epparatus
used in the determination of frequency.
a. Main air supply line.
b. Needle valve.
c. Equalizer.
d. Floating tank of equalizer.
e. Weights.
f
.
Additional sections of pipe.
g. Pipe.
h. Open manometer.
i. Mercury-in-glass thermometer.
j. Vernier gauge.
k. Rack and pinion.
1. Microphone.
m. Amplifier.
n. Neon lamp.
o. Rotating disk.
p. Variable speed crank.
q. Stop watch and revolution counter.
r. Stroboscope motor.
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PROCEDURE
This work on organ pipes was done in a sound-proof room
in which the walls and ceiling were highly sound absorbent.
The variation in temperature was slight, varying no more than
0,4 of a degree Centigrade for any one set of determinations.
Six different pipes, designated as A, B, C, D, E, and F, were
used in carrying out this study. Of these, A, C, and E were
closed pipes and B, D, and F were open pipes. The lengths
varied from 31.26 cm. to 37.56 cm. for the closed pipes, and
from 67.2 cm. to 79.8 cm. for the open pipes. The range of
air pressure was from 18 mm. to 138 mm., measured by an open
water manometer attached directly below the languid of each
pipe.
Air pressure of 18 mm. was admitted into closed pipe JL
while the length and the mouth cut-up were adjusted so that
the pipe spoke its fundamental clearly. After the piston
which closed the end of pipe A was removed, adjustable sleeves
were fitted on the pipe. By moving these sleeves up or down
on the pipe, the length of open pipe B was adjusted so that it
spoke the same frequency as did closed pipe A. This frequency
was determined strobosoopically. A section of pipe of the
proper length was cut and accurately machined so that its
inside diameter was exactly the same as that of closed pipe A.
This additional section was fitted on the top of the pipe so
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that it was air tight and a tightly fitting sleeve was made
to hold it securely in place. After determinations were made
on pipe* A and B, the piston was replaced and the length of
closed pipe C was adjusted so that it spoke with a frequency
of about 15 vibrations per seoond higher than closed pipe A.
The same procedure was followed as outlined above in obtaining
the proper length for open pipe D so that its frequency was
the same as that of closed pipe C. Closed pipe S was length-
ened so that it spoke a frequency 15 vibrations higher than
did dosed pipe C, Open pipe F was also lengthened so that
its frequency was approximately the same as that of closed
pipe 2, following the same procedure as that given for open
pipe B. Increases of 15 vibrations per second in frequency
were used because of the limitations of the length of the
pipe in the apparatus*
Most Investigators agree that the tones produced at the
lip of the pipe and the body vibrations of the column of air
in the pipe constitute a coupled system. Jeans (10) stated
that for a pipe to speak a clear full tone it is desirable
that there be as good resonance as possible between the edge-
tone and the vibrating oolumn of air in the pipe. The most
important factor in obtaining such resonance is the proper
adjustment of the distance between the languid and the lip of
the pipe. In order to determine the effect of changing the
distance between the lip and the edge at various pressures,
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the distance from slit to edge was adjusted so that the funda-
mental of the pipe spoke clearly. For example, at a pressure
of 18 mm. the distance from slit to edge of a closed pipe was
found to be 1.7 cm. for a clear fundamental tone. The dis-
tance was decreased until the frequency jumped to the third
harmonic and with a further decrease in distance the fifth
and seventh harmonics were obtained. In like manner, twelve
pressures above 18 mm. were applied and the same procedure
followed.
The readings in Table 1 show that with pressures varying
from 18 to 138 am. a distance between 1.7 and 1.3 cm. is most
desirable. The distance was then calculated by the rules set
forth by Boner (3) and several leading pipe organ manufac-
turers. Three of the seven organ manufacturers consulted con-
struct their pipes so that the cut-up, or distance from slit
to edge, is about one-third of the width of the mouth. One
company constructs its pipes so that the distance is approxi-
mately two-ninths the width of the mouth, and two companies
use patterns and gauges with no definite ratio for the cut-up.
The width of the mouth of each pipe used in this work was 4.2
cm., which is almost four-fifteenths of the circumference of
the pipes. This is in very close agreement with the ratio
used by Boner (3) and two of the organ companies referred to
above. The distance from the slit to the edge in each of the
pipes used was 1.4 cm., or one-third of the width of the mouth.
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This value lies well within the limits of 1.7 and 1.5 cm.
mentioned above.
Particular care was taken in inspecting the apparatus for
leaks in the air line and in obtaining proper adjustment of
the needle valve, and the floating tank of the equalizer was
checked for its proper level before each reeding. This pre-
cautionary procedure was necessary because the least fluc-
tuation in air pressure affected the frequency of the pipes,
and any irregularity in frequency resulted in errors in the
readings. Beginning with a pressure of 18 mm., the pressure
was increased in steps of 10 mm. until a pressure of 138 mm.
was reached. This variation in pressure was obtained by in-
creasing the number of weights placed on the top of the
equalizer.
At each change in pressure the pipe frequencies indicated
by the neon lamp and the holes in the rotating disk were syn-
chronized stroboscopically. The stop watch and revolution
counter were started, and the time for 500 revolutions of the
disk was observed and recorded. Three trials were taken for
each frequency and the average time for 500 revolutions com-
puted and recorded. The temperature of the air entering the
pipe was also read and recorded for each trial. The fre-
quency was computed by dividing the product of the number of
revolutions (500) and the number of holes in the disk (72)
by the average time required for 500 revolutions.
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From Tables 2 to 7 it will be noted that a jump in fre-
quency occurred in each pipe. Observing the two readings
immediately before and after the jump in frequency was diffi-
cult because of the presence of a harmonic frequency, and many
of the readings at these points were taken as many as six or
seven times.
RESULTS
The results from these experiments conducted on six organ
flue pipes, three open and three closed, show that an increase
in wind pressure is always accompanied by an increase in fre-
quency. Tables 2 to 7 show that some variations occur between
the frequencies of open and closed pipes when equal changes in
pressure are applied. Figures 1, 2, and 3 are graphs plotted
from the data in Tables 2 to 7, the pressure being plotted as
the abscissa and the frequency as the ordinate. These graphs
show that the greatest change in frequency occurred between
pressures of 18 and 38 mm., the changes in the closed pipes
A, C, and S being much greater than the changes in the open
pipes B, D, and F. Also the increase in frequencies of the
closed pipes was much greater than the frequencies of the
open pipes for changes in pressure above 38 mm.
The average change in frequency resulting from changes in
pressure ranging from 38 mm. to the point where the frequency
jumped to its harmonic in closed pipe A was 1.2 vibrations per
28
second per centimeter change of pressure. In closed pipes
and S, the average change in frequency resulting from the same
increase in pressure was 1.3 vibrations per second per centi-
meter of pressure. Since the temperature change occurring
during any one set of determinations was never greater than
0.4 degree Centigrade, corrections for temperature were not
made. The data taken on the three closed pipes used in this
experiment indicate that increases of pressure from 38 mm. to
the pressure causing a jump to the first harmonic effected a
change in frequency of very nearly 1.3 vibrations for each
centimeter change in wind pressure. In the three open pipes
the corresponding changes in pressure did not cause so great a
variation in frequency, as Is shown by the graphs. For the same
range of pressures used in the three closed pipes, the average
change for pipe B was 0.3, and for pipes D and F, 0.4 vibration
per second for each centimeter change in pressure. For the
open pipes the average change in frequency was slightly less
than 0.4 vibration per centimeter change in pressure.
In each of the six pipes, a critical point in pressure
was reached where the frequency Jumped to another harmonic.
The data show that in the closed pipes the frequency of the
harmonics was approximately three times that of the funda-
mental, but for the open pipes the frequency of the harmonics
was two times that of the fundamental. In all cases the jump
to a harmonic occurred at lower pressures in the open than in
29
the closed pipes. The results further show that when the
length of either an open or closed pipe was increased, the
jump to a harmonic occurred at lower pressures. The graphs
in Figures, 1, 2, and 3 for all six pipes show that at pres-
sures ranging from 38 mm. to the pressure at which the jump to
a harmonic occurred, the frequency change was very nearly pro-
portional to the change in pressure.
Below is a copy of data from Carriere (6), showing the
effect on the frequency of an edge-tone when the pressure is
increased.
Pressure Frequency of
(mm.
)
edge-tone
30 23
40 25
50 28
60 30
80 33
100 35
120 40
140 42
158 44
182 46
200 43
Figures 1, 2, and 3 also show Carriere* s (6) edge-tone
curve with the frequency plotted against the pressure. This
curve resembles very closely the curves for frequency changes
of the closed pipes used in this study. The slopes of the
curves for the change in frequencies of the open pipes were
not as steep as those of the closed pipes.
Obtaining accurate observations for the determination
of the ohange in frequencies in the harmonic series was
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difficult because of the presence of other frequencies appear-
ing in the stroboscope. However, readings were taken on the
harmonics appearing in all six pipes. The average rise in
frequency for open pipes B, D, and F was 0.6 vibrations per
centimeter change of pressure. Because of the limitations of
the pressure equalizer, a sufficient number of readings on the
closed pipes could not be obtained for the calculation of a
reliable average, the closed pipes being much slower in jump-
ing to their respective harmonics than the open pipes. However,
the graphs indicate that the frequency changes per centimeter
change in pressure of the harmonic series do not differ greatly
from those of the fundamental series.
DISCUSSION
Some of the results of this work are what would be expect-
ed under the given conditions. Others may not be so readily
explained since there is still some disagreement among inves-
tigators in accounting for some phases of the behavior of
organ pipes.
The fact that the pitch increases with an increase of
wind pressure is well demonstrated In this study. This rise
in pitch may be explained on the basis of several of the
theories offered for the origin of tone in a pipe. Smith (18)
suggested that when the stream of air passes the edge, a part
of the air in the pipe is carried along with the stream, thus
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forming a rarefaction within the pipe. When the inertia of
the outward moving air particles is overcome by the streaming
air and atmospheric pressure on the outside, the air stream
is forced back into the pipe by the pressure of the outside
air, forming a condensation within the pipe. In this manner
the air stream is kept vibrating and the sound of the pipe is
maintained. On this theory, an increase in pressure results
in an increase in the amplitude of the vibrations of the air
reed and also in an increase in frequency.
From the edge-tone formula given by Bate (2), V/nh - k,
where V the velocity of the air jet, h « the height of the
mouth, n » the frequency of the edge-tone, and k « a constant
{value 2.0), one obtains n « V/hk. Throughout this experiment
the value of h was kept constant so that the only variables
in the formula were n and V. As the velocity of the blowing
wind increases with an increase in pressure, the frequency of
the edge-tone must also rise. Most writers agree that the dis-
tance from slit to edge, along with the column of air in the
pipe, forms a coupled system. If this is true, the conclusion
must be that at perfect resonance the pipe will speak a tone
of the same frequency as that of the edge-tone.
The rise in pitch at low pressures in both open and
closed pipes was probably due tc the fact that the frequency
of the edge-tones and the natural frequency of the pipe had
not reached the point of full resonance. It is probable that
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the frequency of the edge-tone at a pressure of 18 mm. was
far below the natural frequency of the column of air In the
pipe. Because of the pulling effect of the column of air in
the pipe on the frequency of the edge-tone, the data obtained
show only the resultant frequencies at pressures ranging from
18 to 23 mm. which were the pressures at which the greatest
change in frequencies occurred.
The curves in Figures 1, £, and 3 indicate that for equal
changes in pressure, the frequency change was greater in the
closed than in the open pipes. Since the closed pipe has but
one open end, the loss of energy of the molecules of air in
motion is less than in the oase of a pipe having two open
ends. This explanation is in accordance with the theory pre-
sented by Helmholtz (3) that at the closed end of a pipe the
reflection of a wave is practically oomplete, that is, there
is no perceptible loss in molecular motion but merely a change
in phase. At the open end, however, a fraction of the wave
always passes into the open air so that the intensity of the
reflected wave is always less than that of the incident wave.
Helmholtz (8) suggested that in order for a pipe to continue
its vibrations, the work lost at the open ends must be re-
placed at every backward and forward reflection by some other
kind of action. If at those times and places where the air
is condensed, a small amount of air is forced into the pipe,
then the loss of moleoular motion will be compensated and
the pipe will continue to speak. If Helmholtz* (8) explana-
tion is correct, more wind is required to maintain a given
frequency in an open pipe than in a closed pipe. His theory
substantiates the results obtained in this experiment which
show a greater variation in frequency resulting from equal
changes in pressure for the closed than for the open pipes.
The average change of 1.3 vibrations per second for each
centimeter change in wind pressure for closed pipes and of
0.4 vibration for the open pipes merely indicates the varia-
tion in frequency per centimeter change in pressure for pipes
of the same diameter as those used in this work.
The jump in frequency to a harmonic, as seen in Tables
2 to 7, occurred more quickly under lower pressure changes in
the open than in the closed pipes. This is contrary to what
might at first be expected; however, on further analysis it
may be readily explained. As has been shown, a closed pipe
speaks an odd train of harmonics and the open pipe speaks a
full train. This means that the frequency of the first har-
monic spoken by a closed pipe is three times the frequency of
its fundamental, but in an open pipe the first harmonic spoken
has a frequency two times that of its fundamental. Therefore,
more energy would be required to force a pipe to jump to a
frequency that is hree tines its fundamental than to jump to
one only two times its fundamental. Because of the wide dif-
ference between their fundamental and natural harmonic
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frequencies and because of the fact that open pipes exhibit
a smaller frequency change than closed pipes for corresponding
changes in pressure, an open pipe should he expected to jump
to its harmonic quicker than a closed pipe. This conclusion
is in agreement with Bate (2), who stated that the jet de-
cides the frequency when the pipe is long and the pipe
decides the frequency when the latter is of normal length.
The edge-tone formula, n » V/hk, shows that the frequency
is proportional to the velocity of the air. The curves show
the frequency range as being approximately proportional to
the pressure. It should not be expected, however, that the
graphs be straight lines since theoretically, according to
Bate (£), the velocity is proportional to the square root of
the pressure. If velocities were plotted against the pres-
sures, the resulting curve would have characteristics much
like the pressure-frequency curves Illustrated.
The average pressure used by Carriers (6) was 60 mm.,
and the average on the three pipes used in this work was 58
mm. This average represents the one used for a similar range
of frequency changes. However, the comparison of Carriere's
(6) edge-tone curve with the curves of the closed pipes used
in this experiment must be taken as being approximate because
of the difference in the distance between the slit and lip
used in his experiment and that of 1.4 cm. used In this work.
The characteristics of his curve are those that one might
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expect upon the application of the edge-tone formula, remem-
bering that the theoretical velocity of the wind is propor-
tional to the square root of the pressure.
The frequency ohanges in the harmonics of the closed and
open pipes correspond closely to those of the fundamental.
However, because of difficulties encountered in obtaining
data, the curves for the harmonics must be regarded as being
approximate.
CONCLUSIONS
1. As the wind pressure is increased, the pitch of both
open and closed organ flue pipes rises.
2. The rise in pitch is greater in both closed and open
organ pipes as the wind pressure is increased at low pressures
than when similar increases are made at higher pressures.
3. The frequency change is greater in closed pipes than
in open pipes for corresponding ohanges in wind pressure.
4. The average change in frequency for the closed pipes
used in this study was 1.3 vibrations per second per centi-
meter change in wind pressure while in the open pipes it was
0.4 vibration per second per centimeter change in pressure.
5. A jump in frequency to a harmonic occurred at lower
pressures in the open pipes than in the closed pipes.
6. At pressures ranging from 3d mm. to the pressure at
which the frequency jumped to a harmonic, the frequency change
45
was very nearly proportional to the change in wind pressure.
7, Frequency changes resulting from an increase in pres«
sure in closed pipes correspond more nearly with the fre-
quency changes of edge-tones than do those in open pipes.
8. The frequency changes caused by an increase in pres-
sure correspond closely in both the fundamental and harmonic
series,
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